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Re:

Mandatory Summer Packet 2019

Between the end of one school year and the start of the next, eve1y student risks summer
learning loss. That is why AcadeMir Charter School West is committed to promote learning
over the summer break. We believe in the importance of reading to strengthen fluency,
vocabulary, phonics, and comprehension throughout the summer, as well as reinforcing concepts
learned in math and science. Therefore, Summer Assignments are once again upon us.
For the 2019-2020 school year, it is mandatory that all students:
• Read the Required Summer Reading book for his/her entering grade level
• Complete the book report for book assigned with parent/guardian assistance as needed
• Complete the entire Summer Booklet as they will be collected the first week of school.
Failure to complete these assignments will result in the student receiving zeros.
Have a great summer!

�. fJ�B�
Required Summer Reading 2019-2020
The Magic Tree House #19: Tigers at Twilight
By : Mary Pope Osbourne

Jack and Annie are ready for their next fantasy adventure
in the bestselling middle-grade series—the Magic Tree
House!
Tigers in trouble?
That's what Jack and Annie find when the Magic Tree
House whisks them and Teddy, the enchanted dog, to a
forest in India. The rare tigers are being trapped by
greedy poachers! Can Jack and Annie find a way to help?
Or will a fierce tiger eat them instead?

Tigers at Twilight
by Mary Pope Osbourne
Chapter 1
1. Where were Jack and Annie coming from when they saw Teddy in the bushes?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What were the two gifts they had already received?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Where were Jack and Annie going to find their third gift?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 2
1. What creatures scared Jack and Annie when they first got to India?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What did Annie name them?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What made the deep gashes on the tree?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 3
1. What warned Jack and Annie that a tiger was near?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Where did they go to be safe from the tiger?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What kind of snake did the children see?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Chapter 4
1. What did Jack and Annie do to get away from the python?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What leaped at them as they swung on the vine?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Why was an elephant trunk lifted up into the tree?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 5
1. Why did Jack and Annie climb on the elephant to escape the tiger?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Who led the elephant through the forest?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What do you think was the loud yowl Jack and Annie heard?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 6
1. What did Jack do on the elephant's back?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Why was Annie rinsing off in the stream?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. How did Annie stop the rhinocerous from charging her?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 7
1. What did Jack and Annie see that was terrible?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What did they decide to do about it?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. What did the tiger do when he was freed?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 8
1. What did Teddy do to turn the tiger away?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Did Jack and Annie know where the tree house was?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Who did they find?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter 9
1. Who did Jack and Annie find, and what did he want Annie to get?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. What was their "gift from far away"?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Where was the tree house?
Chapter 10
1. How many more gifts do Jack and Annie need to find?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. How did Annie know Teddy wanted them to hide behind the rock?
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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1. The athlete was exhausted after running the marathon.
2. The ladybug is a fairly small insect.
3. With a blend of orange and red, the sunset was pretty.
4. Algebra problems can be very hard.
5. She could tell he was mad because he was yelling.
6. Lasagna is a tasty dish for a family dinner.
7. Jimmy had to clean his filthy bathroom.
8. Mary’s bedroom was clean, with everything put away.
9. The music on the radio was very noisy.
10. Elizabeth had always been a smart child.
11. Mrs. Smith is a very caring person.
12. Playing in the park was an enjoyable experience.
13. Looking at the stars at night was amazing!
14. They were having so much fun they were giggling.

Name:__________________________________

Antonyms Are
Opposites

Antonyms are two words that mean
the opposite or nearly the opposite
of each other.

The lion is wild, but the cat is tame.
Wild and tame are two opposites used to describe the very different characteristics of
the lion and the cat.
Choose the correct antonym from the word bank to complete each sentence below.
WORD BANK
young
stop
sour
dry
quiet
short

cold
open

slow

difficult
rough

1. The fire is hot, but the ice is…
2. The race car is fast, but the old truck is…
3. The green light means go, but the red light means…
4. The grandfather is old, but the grandchild is…
5. The giraffe’s neck is long, but the dog’s neck is…
6. Addition is easy, but division is…
7. The candy is sweet, but the lemon is…
8. His sneakers are old, but his socks are …
9. The glass is smooth, but the sandpaper is…
10. The window is closed, but the door is …
11. The children are noisy, but the adults are…
12. The puppies are energetic, but the dogs are…
13. The moon is dim, but the sun is…
14. The rainforest is humid, but the desert is…

lazy

bright
new
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8. Add.

7. Subtract.

15-8== __

IO. Add.

9. Subtract.

18-9== __

I I . If 5

+

6

8+2+6== __

=

I I , then

II- __

6.

6+4+7== __

I 2. If I 7 - 9

=

8, then

__ +9== 17.
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13.

14.

8+7== __

3+4== __

is the same as

is the same as

7+ __ +

15. Add.

3+ __ +

16.

12-4==
is the same as

9+ I +7== __

12- __ -2==
So, I 2 - 4 == __

1 7. Subtract.

60 - 50 == --

1 8. If 3 + 4 + 6

=

3+ __

I 3, then

13.
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19. Add.

20. Add.

66
+ 9

-D

68 + 20

== __

2 1 . Write the time.

22. Write the time.

23. Draw hands to show 3:30 on
the clock.

2Lf. Use the bar graph.

Favorite Animal
cats
E dogs
C:
<C rabbit
!!).

C

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

Number of Children

How many children chose
dogs?
___ children
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Use the picture graph for questions 25-26.

Children in the Class

* * * * * *
*******

girls
boys
Each

f stands for I child.

25. How many children are in
the class?
__ children

II.

about __

26. How many fewer girls are there
than boys?
__ fewer girls

27. Use
About how long is the
pencil?
-(1�µ -

***

II.

28. Use
Draw a line that is
about 3
long.

II

---d�

II long

29. Draw three lines in order from longest to shortest.
longest

shortest
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30. A pencil is longer than a marker.
The marker is longer than a crayon.
Write shorter or longer to finish the sentence.
The pencil is _____ than the crayon.

LiJ.

31. Combine � and
Circle the new shape you can make.

32. Use pattern blocks.
Draw to show the blocks.
How many

A make a

33. Write the number of
equal shares.

?
��-equal shares

__ .Amakea
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SECOND GRADE
SUMMER

The problem:

The Three Billy Goats Gruff need to cross the

bridge to get to the field on the other side! They have to get
past that cranky troll, but they also need a bridge that is
strong enough to hold them!

Your Goal: Using only the listed materials build a bridge that is
12 inches long and reach from one cup to the other. It must

hold 25 pennies.
Materials: Aluminum foil, Straws, Masking tape (10 inches),
toothpicks, popsicle sticks and plastic cups.

STEM Engineering process

1 Ask

2 EXPLORE
what are some ways
to solve this problem?

What is the problem
I need to solve??

I need to design a
prototype...

3 MODEL
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO TO
SOLVE THE PROBLEM? DRAW A
PICTURE OF YOUR FINAL DESIGN.

5 EVALUATE
DID YOUR MODEL SOLVE THE PROBLEM?

4 create
Let's build it!!!

6 EXPLAIN
What can we do to make
it better?

SUMMER STEM CHALLENGE
ASK

What is the problem?

Model
Draw a picture of your final
design.

Explore
How can you try to solve the
problem?

Did your model solve the problem?

EVALUATE
EXPLAIN

How would you change your design? How would these changes
improve your design?

Summer
STEM Challenge
Picture of your design

Did your model solve the problem?
______________________________________________________________________________

AcadeMir Charter School West
14880 SW 26 ST Miami, FL 33185
305-485-qq 11

www.academircharterschoolwest.com

Search for:
academir_ti gers

remind@)

Text @acswt
To: 81010

Receive announcements, reminders, and updates
right to your phone!

Important Dates:
August 14th :

2nd_5th Grade Back to School Night 4 p.m.

August 15th:

K-1 51 Grade Back to School Night 4 p.m.
th
August 19 :

First Doy of School!

